DISPOSABLE SHEET

The Disposable Sheet can be placed on top of the HoverMatt® Air Transfer Mattress, as well as our other patient handling products, to protect them from becoming soiled. It features an absorbent top and impervious underside material and is electronically weakened down the center to allow for easy removal.

Q2R™ PAD

The Q2R™ Pad can be placed on top of the Q2Roller® Lateral Turning Device, as well as our other patient handling products as a protective layer. The absorbent, breathable fabric wicks away moisture and helps to control the microclimate of the patient’s skin. Adhesive strips keep the Q2R Pad securely in place.

HOVERCOVER™ DISPOSABLE ABSORBENT COVER

The HoverCover Disposable Absorbent Cover provides a highly absorbent and breathable layer that can be placed on top of any HoverMatt or other patient handling products to protect them from becoming soiled. The HoverCover wicks away moisture to help control the microclimate of the patient’s skin, while protecting the HoverMatt from fluids to help with infection control and facilitate easier cleanup.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Disposable Sheet
Model #: HMDS3-5 pack (5 ea.)
Model #: HMDS3-case (100 ea.)
Material: Non-woven, polyethylene
Construction: Thermal bonding
Width: 43" (109 cm)
Length: 86" (218 cm)

Q2R™ Pad
Model #: HTR-CHX-SPACK (5 ea.)
Model #: HTR-CHX-CASE (50 ea.)
Material: Non-woven, breathable PE
Construction: Thermal bonding
Width: 40" (101 cm)
Length: 40" (101 cm)

HoverCover™ Disposable Absorbent Cover
Model #: HMAC-100-SPACK (5 ea.)
Model #: HMAC-100-CASE (50 ea.)
Material: Non-woven, breathable PE
Construction: Thermal bonding
Width: 39" (99 cm)
Length: 65" (165 cm)